
 
 

 

 

COOKIES ON OUR WEBSITE 

We use cookies on our website. Please see below for more information.  

What are cookies? 

A cookie is a small text file that requests being saved on your computer. There are two types 
of cookies, temporary and permanent. Temporary cookies (aka session cookies) are 
temporarily stored in your computer’s memory and are removed when you turn off your 
browser. The temporary cookies we use are deleted after the visit, and we do not map your 
activity using these cookies. The permanent cookies we use are stored on your computer for 
one year. 

If you want more information about cookies and the Electronic Communication Act, which 
regulates the use of cookies, you can visit website:  https://erhvervsstyrelsen.dk/cookie-
loven-0 

Cookies on our website - purpose and use  

Here we describe the kinds of cookies we use, the purpose for which they are used, the 
information that is collected through the use of cookies and whether they are stored 
permanently or temporarily. If you want to affect our use of cookies, you can do this through 
your browser, read more below under ‘avoid cookies’. 

The information we receive about activity when you or others visit our website is collectively 
stored and cannot be linked, either directly or indirectly to any individual. We do not store 
any personal information about you through our use of cookies. 

For analysis and development of the website and maintaining functionality  

We use temporary cookies in order to be able to analyse how the website is used so that it 
can be improved. Cookies provide information such as how many people visit the various 
pages on our website, how long our visitors remain on our website, which parts of the 
website are used, the type of device used, which page our visitors were previously on and 
which country you and other visitors are surfing from.  

The cookies we use for these purposes are not strictly necessary for the website to function; 
we thus need to obtain your permission for us to use cookies when you visit our website. 
Use of our website means that you give us permission to place temporary cookies on your 
computer.  

For website functionality 

We use cookies to maintain the website’s functionality and keep track of your session. These 
cookies are necessary for the portal’s functionality and we therefore do not require your 
permission to use these cookies. 

To know if you have accepted cookies 
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In order to know if you have accepted cookies which require your permission, we use a 
permanent cookie which is stored in your browser for one year. This cookie is necessary for 
the website’s functionality and we therefore do not require your permission to use these 
cookie.  

Cookies on our website - third party  

Certain information collected using cookies on our website is used, in addition to ourselves, 
by Google, providing the Google Analytics web service. Here you can read more about how 
Google uses cookies and how you can avoid them. 

Avoid cookies 

If you do not want to accept cookies, your browser may be set up to refuse storage of 
cookies automatically or to provide information every time a website requests storage of a 
cookie. Through your browser, you can also check which cookies have been saved and delete 
them. See your browser’s help pages for more information.  

Without the cookies we characterised as necessary in the description above, you will be 
unable to use all parts of our website. You can block the other cookies but if you choose to 
do so it may mean that the website will not function optimally. A further consequence of 
your avoiding cookies is that we obtain poorer background information for following up 
website use and poorer opportunities for making improvements. 

Blocking cookies means that you will asked again if you accept cookies next time you use our 
website.  

Questions? 

If you have any questions, please contact gdpr@axesslogistics.com.  
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